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MAX STRETCH

The MAX STRETCH is a stretching device that has 4 individual bars. The MAX STRETCH is ideal for a small user
with small necessities but that needs professional results. The MAX STRETCH can be adjust to any screen size by
just moving the bars in several directions. To perform such adjustment you don´t need to use any special tool.
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

The most economical and simple solution available in the market for small screen-printing users;

Easy to operate, operator friendly and high valour’s from mesh tension can be achieved in this system;

Possibility to adjust to any screen size without tools being required
Mesh clamps built in aluminium with special design capable to achieved up to 40 Newton’s traction;
Several points from adjustment with handles with smoothness mesh tension adjustment;
Possibility to adjust the aluminium height to requirements;
Any size can be built according to customer needs

MAX STRETCH Units MAX ST 0808 MAX ST 1010 MAX ST 1210 MAX ST 1216
Streching width Cm 80x80 100x100 120x100 120x160
Maximum length to stretch mm 10 10 10 10
Height from frame profile Cm 20 a 55 20 a 55 20 a 55 20 a 55
Maximum mesh tension N 0 to 30 0 to 30 0 to 30 0 to 30


